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Abstract 

During DP operation the thrusters of the vessel counteract the wind, wave and current forces, so that the 
vessel can maintain its required position and heading. However, the generated forces can be significantly 
smaller than what would be expected based on the thrusters’ bollard pull characteristics. This is a result of 
thruster-interaction (or thrust degradation) effects, which occur as a result of interactions with the hull, 
current and the wake of neighboring thrusters. The understanding and quantification of these interaction 
effects is essential for an accurate evaluation of the station-keeping capabilities of DP vessels. 

The wake flow behind azimuthing thrusters was investigated in 5 different situations; (1) in open water, 
(2) under a flat plate, (3) under a schematical barge, (4) a semi-submersible with 8 azimuthing thrusters 
and (5) a drill ship with 6 azimuthing thrusters. PIV measurements were carried out for all 5 cases. 

The wake flow behind a ducted azimuthing thruster shows a circular pattern in the measured cross 
sections. The wake flows horizontally for the 'Normal' thruster (90 deg gear angle) and is directed slightly 
downwards for the 'Tilted' thruster (97 deg gear angle). 

The wake of the 'Normal' thruster under the plate is affected by the presence of the plate. The cross-
section is no longer circular and the wake is flattened at the top. The wake flow attaches to the plate 
surface and the maximum axial velocities are higher compared to the open water situation. The effect of 
the plate on the wake flow of the 'Tilted' thruster is much less pronounced, or even absent. This is a result 
of the wake path, which is directed away from the hull by the 7 deg down-ward tilt angle of the thruster. 

The wake of the 'Normal' thruster under the barge deflects up as it flows from under the barge into open 
water. This is known as the Coanda effect. The deflection of the wake is stronger for a larger bilge radius 
and when the thruster is placed further away from the side of the barge. The presence of a bilge keel was 
found to prevent deflection of the wake, but this was not further investigated in detail. The effect of the 
barge on the wake of the 'Tilted' thruster is small. 

For a semi-submersible with 'Normal' thrusters in beam conditions, the main effect causing thruster-hull 
interaction losses is the obstruction of the thruster wake by the opposite pontoon. In beam directions, the 
Coanda effect causes the wake to deflect up, in between the platform pontoons. Current may increase the 
interaction losses, as the wake deflection appears to be stronger in the presence of (beam on) current. 

The interaction losses are significantly smaller for the semi-submersible with 'Tilted' thrusters. The 
deflection of the thruster wake is almost absent. As a result, the wake flow is no longer obstructed by the 
opposite pontoon. Current may increase the interaction losses, as the wake of the 'Tilted' thrusters is 
affected by the current and travels more horizontally compared to the wake flow in still water conditions. 

Based on the above observations it may be concluded that the use of 'Tilted' thrusters on a DP vessel can 
be an effective measure against thruster-hull interaction losses. For this reason, the application of 'Tilted' 
thrusters is becoming common practice on many modern DP vessels. 

The results of PIV measurements, such as presented in this paper, can give valuable insight in the flow 
patterns found in the thruster wake. This can help to improve the understanding of the physics of thruster-
interaction. Furthermore, these measurements can be used as validation material for CFD calculations. 
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Introduction 

During DP operation the thrusters of the vessel counteract the wind, wave and current forces, so that the 
vessel can maintain its required position and heading. However, the generated forces can be significantly 
smaller than what would be expected based on the thrusters’ bollard pull characteristics. This is a result of 
thruster-interaction (or thrust degradation) effects, which occur as a result of interactions with the hull, 
current and the wake of neighboring thrusters. The understanding and quantification of these interaction 
effects is essential for an accurate evaluation of the station-keeping capabilities of DP vessels. 

Thruster-interaction is by no means a new research topic. In the 1980s pioneering research work was 
carried out by Nienhuis [1] and by Lehn [2], [3]. They determined the properties of the thruster wake and 
systematically investigated the interaction effects between neighboring thrusters. The results of their work 
can still be used today, to estimate the magnitude of thruster-interaction losses based on a limited number 
of parameters, such as distance between thrusters and relative azimuth angles. 

State-of-the-art tools, such as PIV measurements (particle image velocimetry) and CFD calculations, now 
offer possibilities to investigate the thruster wake flow in more detail than ever before. Such a detailed 
visualization of the flow patterns may help to understand the physics of the thruster-interaction effects. 
An example of such results is presented in Figure 1 below, which shows the wake flow behind an 
azimuthing thruster under a barge. Velocities (u, v, w) were measured in a number of cross-sections. The 
colors indicate the magnitude of the axial velocities, while the vectors in the measurement planes show 
the radial and tangential velocity components. 

Figure 1 - Example of Measured Velocities in the Wake of an Azimuthing Thruster under a Barge 

The TRUST JIP is a 3 year joint industry project with more than 20 participating companies, which is 
nearing completion. The project aims at increasing the understanding of the physics of thruster-interaction 
effects. The project scope of work included several series of model tests, each investigating a different 
aspect of the physics of thruster interaction. First, 3 schematical configurations were investigated (thruster 
in open water, thruster under a plate, thruster under a barge). Second, 3 more practical configurations 
were considered (semi-submersible, drilling vessel, shuttle tanker). This paper discusses the results of the 
PIV measurements carried out in the first 5 series of model tests, see also Cozijn, [6] and [7]. The PIV 
results show the patterns in the wake flow and illustrate several aspects of thruster-interaction effects of 
azimuthing thrusters. 
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PIV measurements have been applied before to determine the properties of the wake flow behind 
propellers, see for instance the work of Di Felice et al [4] and El Lababidy et al [5]. However, this often 
concerned measurements on a single propeller in open water conditions, in a cavitation tunnel or in a 
towing basin, with a focus on sailing conditions. The objective of the model tests in the TRUST JIP was 
to investigate the thruster wake in conditions relevant for dynamic positioning. The PIV measurements 
therefore focused on bollard pull conditions and the scope of work included measurements on a complete 
semi-submersible model, a drill ship and a DP shuttle tanker. 

A small selection of the results of these measurements is presented and discussed in the present paper. In 
the following sections first the scale models are presented and then the PIV system is introduced briefly. 
Subsequently, the results of the PIV measurements are discussed and some conclusions are drawn. 

Set-up of the Model Tests 

In this Section the different configurations that were used in the model tests are presented. It concerns the 
following 5 series of model tests. 

1. Azimuthing thruster in open water
2. Azimuthing thruster under a plate
3. Azimuthing thruster under a schematical barge
4. Semi-submersible with 8 azimuthing thrusters
5. Drill ship with 6 azimuthing thrusters

In all model tests the same azimuthing thrusters were used. Configurations 1, 2 and 3 are schematical 
cases, aimed at understanding the basic physics of the wake flow behind an azimuthing thruster. 
Configurations 4 and 5 are more practical cases, representative of modern DP drilling vessels. 

Another series of model tests was carried out for a DP shuttle tanker with main propellers and rudders and 
bow tunnel thrusters. However, since this configuration is without azimuthing thrusters, the results are not 
discussed in this paper. More details on the DP shuttle tanker measurements can be found in Cozijn [7]. 

Azimuthing Thruster Models - 'Normal' and 'Tilted' 

Two different types of azimuthing thrusters were used in the thruster-interaction model tests. The 
'Normal' thruster with a 90 gear angle and the 'Tilted' thruster with a 97 deg gear angle, resulting in a 7 
deg down ward tilt of the propeller axis and the nozzle. The properties of both types of azimuthing 
thrusters are summarized in Table 1 below. Both thruster types are also shown in Figure 2. 

Table 1: Thruster Properties 

Particular Unit 
Value 

'Normal' 'Tilted' 
Propeller No. --- 5810R 
Nozzle No. --- 1393 
Propeller diameter D mm 100 
Number of blades Z --- 4 
Pitch P/D --- 1.0 
Down-ward tilt angle deg 0 7 
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Figure 2 - 'Tilted' and 'Normal' Azimuthing Thruster Models 

First, model tests were carried out for both thrusters in open water conditions. The bollard pull was 
measured, as well as the open water diagram. In addition, the PIV measurements were carried out to 
document the velocities in the thruster wake. These measurements were carried out at J = 0 and J = 0.2. 
The results of these measurements will be discussed further on in this paper. 

Test Set-up of an Azimuthing Thruster Under a Plate 

In the second series of tests the azimuthing thruster was places under a flat plate. The objective of these 
measurements was to investigate the effect of the presence of the plate on the wake of the thruster. The 
test set-up is shown in Figure 3 below.  

Figure 3 - Sketch of the 'Normal' Azimuthing Thruster under a Plate 

The plate was constructed of a light-weight foam. A coating with epoxy resin created a smooth surface 
and prevented water absorption. Due to its light weight, the plate could float horizontally in the water 
surface above the thruster, with a draft of only a few mm. The plate had rounded edges at the up- and 
downstream sides, to ensure a smooth wake flow and prevent undesired flow separation. The loads on the 
thruster and the plate were measured separately. Tests were only carried out at J = 0. 
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Azimuthing Thruster Under a Schematical Barge 

The third series of tests had the azimuthing thruster built into a schematical barge. The objective of these 
measurements was to investigate the deflection of the wake, as it flows from underneath the barge into 
open water (Coanda effect). The effect of parameters such as bilge radius and thruster position was 
investigated in these model tests. The dimensions of the schematical barge are shown in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2: Barge Dimensions 

Particular Unit Value 

Length mm 1,050 
Width mm 1,800 
Depth mm 500 
Draft mm 400 
Thruster position d1 / d2 mm 700 / 350 
Bilge radius R1 / R2 mm 50 / 100 
Bilge keel height mm 15 
 
The thruster position, the bilge radius, the type of thruster and the thruster loading were systematically 
varied in the model tests. The bilge radius could be varied by replacing an insert in the side of the model, 
while the thruster position was varied by directing the wake to the opposite side of the model. An 
example of two of the configurations (cross section) is shown in Figure 4Figure 3 below. 
 

Figure 4 - Selection of the Considered Barge Configurations 
Variations in Thruster Type, Bilge Radius R and Thruster Position d 
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The scope of work of the model tests for the barge with an azimuthing thruster included the following 
configurations. Two thruster types, two RPM settings, three bilge configurations and two thruster 
positions were considered. 
 
Table 3: Barge Configurations 

Thruster RPMs Bilge Radius Thruster Position 

'Normal' 
Thruster 

70% 
R = 50 mm d = 700 mm 

100% 
70% 

R = 100 mm d = 700 mm 
100% 
70% 

R = 50 mm d = 350 mm 
100% 
70% 

R = 50 mm + bilge keel d = 700 mm 
100% 

'Tilted' 
Thruster 

70% 
R = 50 mm d = 700 mm 

100% 
70% 

R = 50 mm + bilge keel d = 700 mm 
100% 

 

Semi-submersible 

A semi-submersible with a hull shape representative of modern DP drilling semi-submersibles was used 
in the 4th series of model tests. The hull shape of the semi is shown in Figure 5 below. The model was 
equipped with 8 azimuthing thrusters. At the bow 4 'Normal' thrusters were present, while the 4 thrusters 
at the stern were 'Tilted' thrusters placed. Thus, the thruster-interaction effects could be investigated for 
both thruster types. 
 

Figure 5 - DP Semi-submersible Model 
View from SB Side (left) and Front View (right) 

 
The semi-submersible model consisted of two pontoons with columns ("Pontoon A" at SB, "Pontoon B" 
at PS). No bracings were present between the pontoons. Both model halves were connected to the basin 
carriage by an individual 6-component force frame, so that the forces on each pontoon could be measured 
separately. Furthermore, removing one half of the model enabled PIV measurements in cross sections in 
between the pontoons, which could otherwise not be viewed by the cameras of the PIV system. 
 
  

Z

X
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The main particulars of the semi-submersible model are listed in the table below. 
 
Table 4: Semi-submersible Dimensions 

Particular Unit Value 

Length Lpp mm 2,650 
Width B mm 2,000 
Depth H mm 950 
Draft T mm 600 
Pontoon width mm 600 
Pontoon height mm 320 
Bilge radius R mm 50 
Column width mm 400 
Corner radius mm 50 
 

DP Drill Ship 

In the fifth series of thruster-interaction model tests a DP drill ship was used. The hull shape of the vessel 
was a P10000 hull design, with a generic moon pool configuration. The vessel was equipped with 6 
'Tilted' azimuthing thrusters, identical to the thruster models used in all other tests. The thruster lay-out is 
a common configuration for modern DP drill ships. The model and its thruster lay-out are shown in 
Figure 6 and Figure 7 below. 
 

 
Figure 6 - DP Drill Ship Model 

 

 
Figure 7 - DP Drill Ship Thruster Configuration 
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The main particulars of the drill ship model are summarized in the table below. 
 
Table 5: Drill Ship Dimensions 

Particular Unit Value 

Length Lpp mm 5,253 
Width B mm 900 
Depth H mm 590 
Draft T mm 238 
Bilge radius R mm 32.5 
Bilge keel height h mm 15 
 

PIV Measurements 

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a method to determine the velocities in a fluid. The method is based 
on the measurements of displacements (∆x) of particles in a target plane, between two successive light 
pulses with time delay (∆t). The flow is seeded with reflective particles and the target plane is illuminated 
with a laser light sheet. The particle positions are recorded by two special digital cameras. Image 
processing software analyses the movements of groups of particles in subsections of the PIV-image, using 
correlation techniques. By using two cameras in a stereoscopic arrangement the instantaneous three 
velocity components can be derived in the measuring plane. 
 
Since 2009 MARIN has been using a DANTEC stereo-PIV system, which was designed to operate in 
MARIN’s Deep Water Towing Tank. The 200 mJ laser and two 4M CCD cameras are mounted together 
in a single housing. The complete PIV system can be lifted from its storage and installed in the basin, 
strongly reducing the preparation time. 
 

 
Figure 8 - PIV System and Measured Wake Velocities 

 
The dimensions of the measurement plane are approximately 320 mm by 230 mm, with up to 12000 
velocity measurement points within this field. The average flow velocities in the thruster wake were 
determined based on 200 sets of images (800 photos of 4M each), which were gathered at a rate of 7 Hz. 
A more detailed description of the PIV system and its use in towing tanks is given by Hallmann et al. 
[9][9]. 
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Discussion of the Results - Schematical Cases 

Below the results of PIV measurements with the 'Normal' thruster are shown. The results at cross-sections 
at x/D = 1, x/D =4 and x/D =9 behind the azimuthing thrusters are shown. Data for the thruster in open 
water (left column), under the plate (middle) and under the barge (right) are compared. 
 

 
'Normal' Thruster 

in Open water 
'Normal' Thruster 

under a Plate 
'Normal' Thruster under Barge 

(d = 700 mm, R = 50 mm) 

x/D 
= 
1 

 
x/D 
= 
4 

 
x/D 
= 
9 

 
 
The PIV results show that the presence of the plate or barge above the thruster deforms the shape of the 
wake, clearly flattening the cross sections. Furthermore, the maximum axial velocities are, compared to 
the open water situation. The results also show that the wake flow deflects towards the water surface as it 
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flows from under the barge into the open water. This behavior is known as the Coanda effect and it is a 
result of a low pressure region near the bilge of the barge, caused by the high velocities in the wake flow. 
 
The next set of figures shows the results for the 'Normal' thruster under the barge. Graphs are shown for 
the barge with bilge radius R1 (left column), the larger bilge radius R2 (middle) and the bilge radius R1 
with a bilge keel (right). In all cases the distance of the thruster from the side of the barge is 700 mm. 
 

 
'Normal' Thruster under Barge 

 (d = 700 mm, R = 50 mm) 
'Normal' Thruster under Barge 

 (d = 700 mm, R = 100 mm) 
'Normal' Thruster under Barge 
 (d = 700, R = 50 + bilge keel) 

x/D 
= 
1 

 
x/D 
= 
4 

 
x/D 
= 
9 
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Again a deflection of the wake can be observed (Coanda effect). The results show a stronger wake 
deflection in case of a larger bilge radius R2 (middle column), compared to the smaller radius R1 (left 
column). In addition, the results in the right column show that the wake deflection is practically absent 
when a bilge keel is placed on the bilge radius. Apparently, the bilge keel forces flow separation and thus 
prevents thruster-hull interaction due to the Coanda effect. The bilge keel also seems to deform the cross-
section of the wake. It should be noted, however, that the effect of the geometry, position and height of 
the bilge keel were not further investigated. 
 
Additional measurements in the present series of model tests (not included here) showed that the wake 
deflection will decrease when the thruster is placed closer to the side of the barge (d = 350 mm instead of 
d = 700 mm). This effect, as well as the influence of the bilge radius, confirms results described 
previously by Nienhuis [1]. 
 
 
Below, the results of PIV measurements in the wake of a 'Tilted' thruster are shown. The graphs show the 
wake in open water (left column), under a plate (middle column) and under a barge (right column). The 
results measured at cross sections x/D = 1, x/D = 4 and x/D = 9 are shown. 
 

 
'Tilted' Thruster under Barge 

 (d = 700 mm, R = 50 mm) 
'Tilted' Thruster under Barge 
 (d = 700 mm, R = 100 mm) 

'Tilted' Thruster under Barge 
 (d = 700, R = 50 + bilge keel) 

x/D 
= 
1 

 
x/D 
= 
4 
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x/D 
= 
9 

 
 
The results show very little influence of the plate and barge on the wake of the 'Tilted' thruster. The 
results in all 3 columns are almost identical. As a result of the thruster down-ward tilt, the wake is 
directed away from the surface of the plate and barge. Apparently, a 7 deg tilt angle is sufficient to avoid 
thruster-hull interaction effects on the wake flow. The same conclusion was also drawn in the work by 
Jürgens et al. [10] and by Vartdal et al. [11]. 
 

Discussion of the Results - Semi-submersible 

In this section the results of thruster interaction tests for the semi-submersible are discussed. The model 
had 'Normal' azimuthing thrusters at the bow and 'Tilted' azimuthing thrusters at the stern. In this manner, 
PIV measurements could be carried out for both types of thrusters. Since the PIV system is at fixed 
position on the basin carriage, the model heading was changed by 180 deg in between the two sets of PIV 
measurements. Both set-ups are shown in Figure 9 below. Tests were carried out in zero current (J = 0) 
and in beam current (corresponding to J = 0.2). 
 

 
Figure 9 - PIV Measurement Planes for the Semi-submersible 

Thruster-Interaction Measurements in Beam Conditions - 'Normal' (left) and 'Tilted' (right) 
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Zero Current (J = 0) 

Below, the results of wake flow measurements behind the 'Normal' and 'Tilted' thrusters are shown. The 
measurements were taken in zero current conditions (J = 0). The PIV planes shown are in between the 
pontoons of the semi-submersible, see Figure 9 (red lines). 
 

 'Normal' Thrusters 'Tilted' Thrusters 

x/D 
= 
1 

x/D 
= 
3 

x/D 
= 
6 

x/D 
= 
9 
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Next, the results of wake flow measurements behind the 'Normal' and 'Tilted' thrusters are shown, this 
time the PIV planes are outside the pontoons of the semi-submersible, see Figure 9 (blue lines). The 
measurements are in zero current conditions (J = 0). 
 

 'Normal' Thrusters 'Tilted' Thrusters 

x/D 
= 
1 

x/D 
= 
3 

x/D 
= 
6 

x/D 
= 
9 

 
The PIV results for the 'Normal' thruster show that the wake is deflected up, when it travels from under 
the semi-submersible pontoon into the open water. This is known as the Coanda effect and it was also 
observed for the wake flow from under the barge. While travelling down-stream, the deflected wake is 
obstructed by the opposite pontoon of the semi-submersible. This can result in significant drag and 
pressure forces on the pontoon, which are the main cause of the thruster-hull interaction effects observed 
for semi-submersibles.  
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The PIV results for the 'Tilted' thruster show that the deflection of the wake is almost absent here. The 
wake flow of the 'Tilted' thruster is therefore hardly affected by the opposite pontoon. As a consequence, 
the thruster-hull interaction effects will be significantly smaller compared to a configuration with 'Normal' 
thrusters. Similar conclusions were also drawn by Jürgens et al [10] and Bulten et al [12].  
 

Beam on Current (J = 0.2) 

Now, the results of wake flow measurements behind the 'Normal' and 'Tilted' thrusters are shown, but this 
time in beam current conditions (J = 0). The PIV planes shown are in between the pontoons of the semi-
submersible, see Figure 9 (red lines). 
 

 
'Normal' Thrusters 'Tilted' Thrusters 

x/D 
= 
1 

x/D 
= 
3 

x/D 
= 
6 

x/D 
= 
9 
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Finally, the results of wake flow measurements behind the 'Normal' and 'Tilted' thrusters are shown, for 
the PIV planes outside the pontoons of the semi-submersible, see Figure 9 (blue lines). These 
measurements are also in beam current conditions (J = 0.2). 
 

 'Normal' Thrusters 'Tilted' Thrusters 

x/D 
= 
1 

x/D 
= 
3 

x/D 
= 
6 

x/D 
= 
9 

 
The above PIV results (J = 0.2, beam current) show that the presence of current may increase the Coanda 
effect for the 'Normal' thrusters, while it also affects the wake path of the 'Tilted' thrusters. This effect of 
current on the wake flow indicates the thruster-hull interaction losses may increase in the presence of 
current. 
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Discussion of the Results - Drill Ship 

In this section the results of thruster interaction tests on the DP drill ship are discussed. The model had 6 
'Tilted' azimuthing thrusters. Thruster-thruster interaction measurements were carried out for (up-stream) 
Thruster No. 6 (CL Fore) and (down-stream) Thruster No. 5 (PS Fore). During the measurements, the 
model was placed at a heading of 15.7 deg. In this manner, the PIV planes were exactly perpendicular to 
the line through both thrusters. This is shown in Figure 10 below. The PIV planes are also indicated in 
this sketch (red lines). The thruster-thruster interaction tests were carried out in zero current conditions. 

 
Figure 10 - PIV Measurement Planes for DP Drill Ship 

Thruster-thruster Interaction Measurements (T6-T5) 
 
 
The graphs below show the output of PIV measurements in the wake of Thruster No. 6 (up-stream, +5 
deg azimuth angle) and Thruster No. 5 (down-stream, -5 deg azimuth angle). Both thrusters are at the bow 
of the DP drill ship. 
 

x/D = 1 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters x/D = 3 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters 

x/D = 6 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters x/D = 9 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters 
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x/D = 10 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters x/D = 12 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters 

x/D = 14 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters x/D = 16 (from T6), 'Tilted' Thrusters 

 
The above results show the wake flow behind the up-stream Thruster No. 6 (x/D = 1, 3, 6, 9). As a result 
of the 7 deg down-ward tilt, the wake flow gradually moves away from the bottom of the drill ship. This 
reduces both the thruster-hull and the thruster-thruster interaction losses. The wake flow behind the down-
stream Thruster No. 5 (x/D = 10, 12, 14, 16) shows the effects of both thrusters combined. However, after 
x/D = 14 the wake from both thrusters appears to have merged into a single wake. 
 

Future Developments 

The results of the PIV measurements of the wake flow behind azimuthing thrusters, as shown in this 
paper, can help to improve the understanding of the physics of the wake flow. Furthermore, the results are 
used as validation material for CFD calculations. These CFD calculations are not straight-forward, 
especially in bollard pull conditions (J = 0). Developments in this area are ongoing, but further research is 
still required. Publications by Jürgens et al. [10], Maciel et al. [13] and Ottens et al. [14], [15] show that 
CFD calculations to determine thruster-hull interaction effects have been successful in some cases. 
However, the accuracy and reliability of these calculations is not yet sufficient to be considered an 
engineering tool. 
 
CFD calculations to determine thruster-thruster interaction effects are significantly more complex than 
calculations to determine thruster-hull interactions, see e.g. Bulten et al. [12]. Especially the correct 
modeling of the thrust and torque of the down-stream thruster are challenging. Research in this area is 
ongoing. 
 
With PIV measurements and CFD calculations two exciting tools are available that can help to visualize 
the flow in the thruster wake and analyze thruster-interaction effects. They complement existing tools, 
such as force measurements in model tests, but they also offer new possibilities, such as the investigation 
of scale effects. 
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Conclusions 

The wake flow behind azimuthing thrusters was investigated in 5 different situations; (1) in open water 
conditions, (2) for a thruster under a flat plate, (3) for a thruster under a schematical barge, (4) for a semi-
submersible with 8 azimuthing thrusters and (5) for a DP drill ship with 6 azimuthing thrusters. Based on 
the results of PIV measurements in these 5 series of model tests the following conclusions were drawn. 
 

 The wake flow behind a ducted azimuthing thruster shows a circular pattern in the measured cross 
sections. The wake flows horizontally for the 'Normal' thruster (90 deg gear angle) and is directed 
slightly downwards for the 'Tilted' thruster (97 deg gear angle). 

 

 The wake of the 'Normal' thruster under the plate is affected by the presence of the plate. The cross-
section is no longer circular and the wake is flattened at the top. The wake flow attaches to the plate 
surface and the maximum axial velocities are higher compared to the open water situation. 

 

 The wake of the 'Normal' thruster under the barge deflects up as it flows from under the barge into 
open water. This is known as the Coanda effect. The deflection of the wake is stronger for a larger 
bilge radius and when the thruster is placed further away from the side of the barge. The presence of a 
bilge keel was found to prevent deflection of the wake, but this was not further investigated. 

 

 The effect of the plate and the barge on the wake flow of the 'Tilted' thruster is much less pronounced, 
or even absent. This is a result of the wake path, which is directed away from the hull by the 7 deg 
down-ward tilt angle of the thruster. 

 

 For a semi-submersible with 'Normal' thrusters in beam conditions, the main effect causing thruster-
hull interaction losses is the obstruction of the wake by the opposite pontoon. In beam directions, the 
wake flow is deflected up as a result of the Coanda effect, in between the platform pontoons. Current 
may increase the interaction losses, as the wake deflection appears to be stronger in the presence of 
(beam on) current. 

 

 The thruster-hull interaction losses are significantly smaller for the semi-submersible with 'Tilted' 
thrusters. The deflection of the wake by the Coanda effect is almost absent. As a result, the wake flow 
is no longer obstructed by the opposite pontoon. Current may have an effect on the interaction losses, 
as the wake of the 'Tilted' thrusters is affected by the current and travels more horizontally compared 
to the wake flow in still water conditions. 

 

 The flow of the thruster-thruster interaction between two neighboring thrusters at the bow of a drill 
ship was measured. The use of 'Tilted' thrusters on a mono-hull vessel can reduce both the thruster-
hull and the thruster-thruster interaction effects. 

 

 The wake flow of 'Normal' and 'Tilted' azimuthing thrusters was compared in open water, under a 
plate, under a barge and on a semi-submersible. Based on the above observations it may be concluded 
that the use of 'Tilted' thrusters on a DP vessel can be an effective measure against thruster-hull 
interaction losses. For this reason, the application of 'Tilted' thrusters is becoming common practice on 
many modern DP vessels. 

 
The results of PIV measurements, such as presented in this paper, can give valuable insight in the flow 
patterns found in the thruster wake. This can help to improve the understanding of the physics of thruster-
interaction. Furthermore, these measurements can be used as validation material for CFD calculations. 
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